Due to the classical risk model has many hypotheses which cause limitation, the two-insurance double Poisson risk model is set up, when the two-insurance claim follow exponential distribution, and one insurance claim follow exponential distribution, the other insurance claim follow combination of exponential distributions, specific ruin probability formula are got.
Introduction
As one of the main research objects in risk theory, a lot of research about ruin probability has been carried on by some scholars. In 1903, the Swedish actuary Fillip Lundberg initiated the study of ruin theory, later, the Swedish school headed by Harald Cramer improved the ruin theory of Fillip Lundberg, so the study of ruin theory has a solid foundation of mathematics. The exact expressions, relevant assumptions and the main results of the classical ruin model were given by them. The ruin theory of Lundberg and Cramer has been the basic theory of the classical ruin theory.
In the classical risk model [ [3.4] describe risk management process of single insurance. With the expansion of business scale of the insurance company, the study of multiple line risk model has much breakthrough, in the work [5] , a class of multiple line risk model is constructed, the ruin probability is gotten, the work [6] study the two-insurance Poisson risk model and its ruin probability, in these works, premium income is constant in unit time, in fact, premium income process is random process, in the work [7] , though the premium income process is generalized to Poisson process, claim process is management process of single insurance. In this paper, considering two-insurance, the double Poisson risk model in which premium income process and claim process are Poisson process is constructed, the ruin probability and relevant formula are gotten with martingale theory, at last, when the two-insurance claim follow exponential distribution, and one insurance claim follow exponential distribution, the other insurance claim follow combination of exponential distributions, specific ruin probability formulae are got.
Model description
Definition1. Given the probability space 
Conclusions
This paper studies the double Poisson risk model. When the two-insurance claim follow exponential distribution and combination of exponential distributions, we derive the corresponding explicit ruin probability formula. To the risk model, proving method is strict, conclusions are explicit.
